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Abstract
Central Asia is composed of a mottled mosaic of different groups consisting
of well over 100 million people. At least 40 distinct cultural groupings have
been identified by anthropologists. The population density of Central Asia
varies widely, from two people per square kilometre (in parts of Tajikistan)
to over 200 people per square kilometre in the Fergana valley of Uzbekistan.
Central Asia has some of the highest birth-rates in the world, leading to an
average age of the overall population that is under 18 years of age. Many of
the Central Asians still speak Russian and most also speak one of the various
languages sharing a linguistic heritage with Turkish. Many of these Turkic
languages, though distinct, can be partially understood by those speaking a
different dialect. Since Central Asian Republics declared their independence
at the end of 1991, ethnic harmony has been seen as the most fundamental
condition for political stability in all five newly independent multi-ethnic
Central Asian states. Intercultural harmony, in history, has not always been
promoted as a desirable end among Central Asian political and religious
leaders. The years of Soviet rule saw the intentional implementation of
policies that served to divide and conquer local populations in order to keep
them subjected to Soviet political domination. With the result they managed
to create a mosaic of ethnic diversity throughout Central Asia so as to
prevent any sort of political cohesiveness among ethnic groups that could
pose a threat to the Soviet regime. In this paper, suggestions are provided
to overcome inter-ethnic conflicts and promote inter-ethnic dialogue among
various ethnicities belonging to different faiths in Central Asia.
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Introduction
All five Central Asian states are multi-ethnic. The number of ethnic
groups in any Central Asian state ranges from several dozen to more than
one hundred. Kazakhstan, for example, boasts more than one hundred
different ethnic groups. The dominant ethnic groups in Central Asia are
the Kazakhs, the Uzbeks, the Kyrgyz’s, the Tajiks and the Turkmens.
However, the Russians account for large proportion of the population.
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In four out of five Central Asian Republics, the Russian are closely
behind at 37.8 percent. In Kyrgyzstan, the population consists of more
than eighty ethnic groups. The relative percentage of the Kyrgyz’s and
the Russian is respectively 52.4% and 21.5%. Of all ethnic groups in
Uzbekistan, the Uzbeks form 71.4%. The Russians, at 8.3% are still the
second largest ethnic group there. In Turkmenistan, there are 72% of
Turkmens and 9.5% of Russians. In Tajikistan Russians accounted for
7.6% of the population in 1991, the third largest ethnic group behind the
Tajiks and Uzbeks.1 The complicated composition of ethnic groups in
the Central Asian population, and, in particular, the high percentage of
Russians in Central Asians, is a direct result of the Czarist and the Soviet
policies towards ethnic minorities and towards Russian migration in
Central Asia.
The highly complicated ethnic composition and the potential for
ethnic strife in Central Asia were very much on the mind of leaders
of the Central Asian states at and after independence. These leaders
clearly realized that political and social stability and the efforts at nation
building of their newly independent states depended on whether they
could properly handle the Soviet legacy of inter-ethnic conflict and deal
effectively with new problems in relationships between ethnic groups.2
The ethnic circumstances in Central Asia are further made intricate by
religion. Although, Islam is dominant in the region, other religions also
have considerable following. The five titular nationalities-the Kazakhs,
the Uzbeks, the Kyrgyz’s, the Turkmens and the Tajiks, as well as the
Tatars and the Uyghur’s-are Muslims. Among the Muslims, however,
there is sectarian strife. The confrontation between revolutionary
Muslim elements and Islamic fundamentalism is a good example of this
conflict. Of the minor religions in the region, Orthodox Christianity has
many adherents among the Russians, the Belarusians and the Ukrainians.
Christianity finds many disciples among the Germans and Buddhism
among the Koreans. In Kazakhstan, for example, in addition to 60%
of Muslims, there are the Orthodox, the Protestants, the Catholics and
the Buddhists. Potentially, religion is a divisive issue in the relationship
between ethnic groups.3 The importance of religion in the development
of relationships between ethnic groups in the region is underlined by the
rising influence of Islam in the political, economic and social life of the
newly independent states of Central Asia in recent years. Contemporary
Central Asia is the result of a “genuine merging marked by widespread
bilingualism and cultural hybridization”.4Persians, Turks, Russians,
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Germans, Ukrainians, Uzbeks, Tajiks, Turkmen, and Kazakhs meet
together in a splashing mixture of colour, smell, and sound that includes
young and old, modern and ancient, religious and secular, and nomadic
and urban and also have peppered their own unique pockets of culture in
Central Asia, creating an ever-changing mosaic of values, perspectives,
assumptions and intercultural understandings.
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan is Central Asia’s largest and potentially richest country.
Like all other Central Asian states, it emerged as an independent state
when the Soviet Union collapsed in December 1991. It borders Russia,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, China, and the Caspian Sea.
Although Kazakhstan is a young state that emerged only during the
Soviet era, the Kazakhs have lived in Central Asia for centuries.5
Kazakhstan’s history is marked by long periods of internal armed
conflict. The first evidence of human civilization in Kazakhstan is
that of nomads, traced back to the first millennium BC; the Turkic
nomads appeared several centuries later. Overtime, Kazakhstan’s rich,
vast steppes have attracted many large and small empires, including
those led by Attilia, Genghis Khan, and Timur, that conquered and
ruled it completely or partially in the case of Mongols, for a few
centuries.6 Kazakhstan became a Soviet republic in 1936, and Soviet
collectivization led to the forcible settlement of these nomadic peoplea devastating disruption for the social cohesion of the local culture.
The Soviets dissolved Kazakh leadership structures, break up migratory
routes, and eliminated historical tribal identities. Nomadic Kazakhs
were forced to settle and become landless peasants.7 Kazakhstan lived in
a state of perpetual crisis beginning with the famines of 1921 and 1922
and lasting throughout the period of the Second World War. During the
years of famine at least one million Kazakhs slowly starved to death as
a result of failed government economic policies and social chaos. The
unsteady nature of this time was routine into a continual downward
spiral, which saw one manmade disaster after another. In 1926, there
were about four million Kazakhs, and that number dropped to under
three million by 1939.8
Kazakhstan, like other present-day Central Asian countries, was a
component of the multi-ethnic khanates (Central Asian states) before
their incorporation into the Russian Empire in the nineteenth century.
These khanates did not correspond to the current five Central Asian
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states in terms of number, name, size, population, or ethnic makeup.
Before their annexation by the Russian empire, the khanates were in
conflict with each other, with the remnants of the Mongol empire,
with other Central Asian khanates based in southern Central Asia
(e.g., Samarkand, Bukhara, and khiva), and with the regional powers
(Iran and Russia).9 Kazakhstan’s political system was more tolerant of
dissent and more democratic in the first decade of its independence,
mainly because of the absence of any major source of internal conflict
in the form of radical or extremist political groups and movements.
Such tolerance was also needed partly to keep the multi-ethnic country
together. Because ethnic minorities accounted for about 60 percent of
the country, and the ethnic Kazakhs were clearly in minority, efforts to
establish an authoritarian system of government would probably have
contributed to social unrest and secessionist groups or movements,
especially because ethnic Russians accounted for 40 percent of the
population and were concentrated mainly in the north of Kazakhstan,
bordering Russia.10
Kazakhstan is a country whose future depends on the demographics
of its ethnic composition. In 1989, ethnic Russians represented 38
percent of the Kazakh population and the remaining 20 percent were
divided between Germans, Ukrainians, Uzbeks, and others. In 1996,
while the actual number of Russians did not decline from 6.22 million,
their share of the population decreased to 35 percent. Germans and
Ukrainians also saw their share decline while the Uzbeks population
remained fairly stable. The Kazakh’s share of the population shot up
to 46 percent as a result of nationalistic aspirations from the part of
government that subsidizes high fertility rates. The Kazakh situation is
a fragile one, but only because of the numbers of its ethnic composition
but also because of their locations. Russians and Kazakhs are two
significant ethnic groups with very different socio-cultural makeup and
inspirations who live separately from each other and are worlds apart in
case of religion and faith.
Tradition of tolerance and secularism turned a norm during Soviet
trade which continues till date. The government does not permit
religious education in public schools.11 According to the country’s 2009
national census, approximately 65% (or 10.5 million) of Kazakhstan’s
16.4 million population identify themselves as Muslims.12 As per 2018
population census, 70% of people in Kazakhstan are Muslims and 26%
are Christians out of total population of 18.4 million.13 The overall
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majority of the Muslim population is Sunni, of the Hanafi School. The
highest concentration of practicing Muslims is located in Kazakhstan’s
southern region, bordering Uzbekistan. As in neighbouring states, the
number of mosques, churches, and synagogues has grown since the
independence. However, the population is somewhat concerned with
minority (“non-traditional”) religious groups that proselytize.
In 2009, there were 2308 registered mosques affiliated with the
Spiritual Association of Muslims of Kazakhstan (SAMK), and around
70 independent mosques.14 SAMK is a national organization with close
ties to government, which sometimes pressures unaffiliated imams and
congregations to affiliate and make their practices more mainstream. It
has powerful influence over the practice of Islam in the former Soviet
republic, not only limited to licensing and construction of mosques,
but carrying out background checks on imams and the coordination of
hajj travels, which involves authorization of travel agencies to provide
travel services to Muslim pilgrims bound for Saudi Arabia.15
Central Asia’s strongest Christian communities are in Kazakhstan.
Protestantism is growing at a rapid rate, with approximately 6000 new
Kazakh speaking Pentecostal and Baptist Protestants resident within
the country by 2005. Sometimes, to avoid trouble, young Kazakh
Protestant converts choose to call themselves followers of the Messiah
instead of the term Christian. Other forms of Protestantism have been
shrinking in the region. There were 960000 German-speaking Lutherans
in Kazakhstan in 1992 but emigration to Russia and Europe radically
reduced that number to 350000 by 1997.16 Christianity is seeing a
rebirth among the 10 million ethnic Kazakhs in Kazakhstan, just a
decade after the collapse of the U.S.S.R.’s 70-years old Communist
system. The number of ethnic Kazakh Christians has grown fewer
from fever than 6000 since the fall of Communism in 1991, according
to Christian workers at a recent gathering in Kazakhstan. The mostly
Muslim Kazakhs live within the Central Asian country of Kazakhstan,
a former Soviet Republic that lies between Russia and China. Although,
Christianity has been n the region for centuries, it has not taken hold
among ethnic Kazakhs since the days of the fifth-century Nestorian
Church, but now Christianity is on the rise.17
Kazakhstan’s Roman Catholic community has experienced steady
growth since the fall of the Soviet Union. Most young converts to
Catholicism are native German speakers from the predominantly
German and catholic parish of St. Teresa in and around the city of
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Pavlodar. The Roman Catholic apostolic administration of Kazakhstan
even publishes a monthly journal for Catholics called credo. Catholics
first came to the region when Stalin forced their ancestors to flee from
the Volga and the Ukraine.18 The Russian Orthodox Church remains
the strongest Christian presence in Kazakhstan. The Orthodox Church
confines its efforts mostly to Kazakhstan’s Russian or Ukrainian
– speaking population. Both the Kazakh government and the local
Russian Orthodox Church have worked hard to protect a number of
beautiful and ancient Churches, including one Church in Almaty held
together without a single nail. The Russian Orthodox Church has little
recently in terms of proselytism among Muslim communities.19
Although Kazakhs pride themselves on being self-sufficient and
independent, the problems that they face will be greatly eased when
other nations provide vital assistance. New challenges demand new
solutions, capital, and modern technology. Kazakhstan is searching
for a cohesive national identity and the proper development of its vast
potential. The government has advanced interfaith dialogue, outlining a
program for ensuring religious freedom and improvement of relations
between the government and religions between 2007 and 2009.20 The
program delineates plans for “increasing the stability of the religious
situation” and preventing religious extremism through education and
government sponsored media inserts. In addition, the program criticizes
increasingly active “non-traditional religious groups”, for causing
interfaith tension and ignoring existing traditions.21 In 2008, Kazakh
law enforcement bodies held conferences, round tables and seminars
with the participation of authoritative state officials and religious
leaders for students and pupils on preventing religious extremism. The
program likewise calls for new legislation to augment control over
missionaries and the distribution of religious information.22 Authorities
have also placed restrictions on the activities of ethnic and religiousbased organizations under the pretext of maintaining peace and interethnic harmony. The ethnic constituency of Kazakhstan with religious
overtures will be a key player in the country’s future stability.
Upon the initiative of the Kazakhstan President, Mr. Nazarbayev
N., the city of Astana witnessed various Congresses of World and
Traditional Religious Leaders. These Congresses demonstrated not
only the right direction of the country’s external policy but also proved
the effectiveness of the unique Kazakhstani model of inter-confessional
collaboration and strengthening the relationship between the confessions
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and contribute to the global dialogue of civilizations. The Kazakhstani
model of inter-relations between the state and religious organizations
is based on democratic principles respecting the believer’s rights and
freedoms, on equality of public and religious interests, partnership
and strive for mutual understanding. In modern realities of worldwide
globalization meeting of Leaders of World and Traditional Religions
creates wide range of prospects and opportunities for mutual cooperation
and promotes love, tolerance and peace.
Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan is one of the two smallest and poorest Central Asian
countries (the other is Tajikistan). Kyrgyzstan as it is currently bounded
geographically emerged only recently, during the soviet era, as a result of
the division of Central Asia into five states, each with a dominant ethnic
group. As was the case throughout Turkic Central Asia, the Kyrgyz are
not the original inhabitants of current Kyrgyzstan, for different Iranian
peoples settled in Central Asia about two millennia before the migration
of inner Asia’s Turkic tribes to the region.23 The term Kyrgyz first appears
in Muslim sources dating from the tenth century and is used in reference
to a tribal group that conquered southern Kazakhstan.24 Earlier historical
records sometimes fail to make a distinction between the Kyrgyz and
the Kazakhs.25 This might have been the case when the term was used
by Chinese warriors in the seventh and eight centuries when they staged
raids in the fertile farmlands of modern-day Uzbekistan. An army of
Uigher western Chinese attempted other incursions into the area but
they were defeated by local warriors in 840 CE. This cemented the rule
of the Kyrgyz in all the lands between the Yenisei- and Orkhon rivers.
The Kyrgyz tribes fought many wars with the Uzbeks to regain
independence, including four major ones in the period 1845-1873.
Russia began to annex the region in 1864 and by 1876 had gained
complete control. The Russian presence, however, did not drastically
affect the nomadic traditions of the local population. In 1916, the year
Russia was active in the First World War, the Czar imposed a forced
migration on the Kyrgyz. The Bolshevik revolution ended the tsarist
rule in Kyrgyzstan, but it did not bring independence for the Kyrgyz.
The soviet regime had extended its control to Kyrgyzstan by 1919,
at that time Kyrgyzstan was renamed the Kara Kyrgyz Autonomous
region.26 Kyrgyzstan seems to lurch from crisis to crisis. There has been
worsening political violence, prison revolts, a rise in crime, and a host of
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economic problems that have led to labor strikes. In addition to internal
struggles, the country faces deep intercultural problems because of the
wide range of differing cultures that live within its borders. Intercultural
tensions between Kyrgyz and Uzbek communities are particularly
acute. There are also problems between Muslims both Kyrgyz and
Uzbek and those ethnic Germans and Russians who have chosen to
stay in the country. Akayev was criticized by both his nationalist and
Islamist political opponents for being too lenient and responsive to the
requests of these local German and Russian communities whom these
militant forces were hoping would eventually respond to the pressure
that they were imposing on them to leave the country altogether. This
argument was instrumental in Akayev’s eventual ouster from power.
The goal of the nationalists who eventually gained control was a more
homogenous national population.27
Like their forefathers, the Kyrgyz share a passionate devotion for
a life of independence and nomadic freedom. The traditions of the
migratory Kyrgyz culture have emphasized an aversion for imposed
authoritative social structures. Each man ruled his own domain and
referred to himself and other men as the kaisak or the “brave ones”.
Many values and customs have remained unchanged in this part of
world. The Kyrgyz speak a Turkic language that is almost identical to
Kazakh.28 This correlation has led some to conclude mistakenly that
the Kyrgyz are basically Kazakhs. There are over 5.1 million Kyrgyz,
with 3.3 million of these in Kyrgyzstan and the remaining live mostly
in either China or Kazakhstan. The population is young, with over 30
percent under 14 years of age; the medium age is 23.6years.29
Religion has been an influential factor in the world of Kyrgyz. Long
before Islam, shamanism, with clear traces to Siberian animist practices,
flourished in the area. These shamanistic rituals provided ceremonies
for communicating with demonic powers or departed ancestors who
might be able to assist people in their present circumstances or in the
life hereafter.30 Adherents of shamanism lived in a world brimming with
super natural powers and departed souls and found in these beliefs,
along with Islam, ways to help them grapple with their stressful daily
lives. The establishment of Kyrgyzstan as an independent state in 1991,
and the creation of a new constitution enshrining religious freedoms
within it, led to a new focus upon Islam in Kyrgyz society. In the
years that followed, the construction of mosques and religious schools
(madrassas) mushroomed, fueled by aid from turkey, Egypt, Saudi
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Arabia and other countries in the Muslim world. The number of Kyrgyz
students in Islamic schools surged. National religious traditions and
holidays were reinstated after being abolished during the soviet era.31
Kyrgyzstan’s religious revival attracted international attention.
Missionaries from Muslim countries became involved in local religious
activities and a great deal of religious Islamic literature was published
and imported. Clergy and internationally known theologians began to
educate local communities on religious matters, taking into account the
historical traditions and mentality of local people. This, however, has
by and large not been radical. The majority of Kyrgyz Muslims do not
support the activities of religious extremist organizations, including HTI
(Hizb-ut-tahrir al Islami). Many citizens understand the organization’s
origins, its foreign links, and its ultimate goal of creating a global Islamic
caliphate, and reject it for those reasons. Hizb-ut-tahrir’s support comes
mainly from the disadvantaged sectors of the population.
Christianity has a long history among the Kyrgyz, with the
Nestorians being the first Christians that the Kyrgyz encountered. A
gravestone near Bishkek with Nestorian marking dates to the seventh
century. Christians flooded into the region again during Stalin’s
rule and the Second World War when the tyrant exiled thousands of
poor Russians, and later Germans to Kyrgyz lands. Many of these
Russians were orthodox, Ukrainians were catholic, and Germans
were Lutherans. Besides, there were a host of smaller groups such as
Baptists, Pentecostals, and Mennonites. Many of these transplanted
Germans and Russians became uneasy about living in Central Asia
after the fall of the Soviet Union because they feared that they would
be forced to become Muslims or would be treated with discrimination
by their Muslim neighbours. These fears resulted in large number of
Russian, Ukrainians, and German Christians emigrating to Russia and
the west. Those who remained (in 2006 about 123500 or 2.4 percent of
the population) have not experienced any major difficulties with their
neighbours.32
Kyrgyzstan’s law on religion contains no provisions that are aimed
at discriminating against any particular religious group. Christians
in Kyrgyzstan are not required to register their churches with the
government and few have complained about any significant problems.
One exception was the Pentecostal church of Jesus Christ, which was
threatened with closure and a substantial fire in 2004. This church
claims around 10000 members and is the best-attended protestant
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church in Kyrgyzstan.33 The Catholic Church is relatively strong in
Kyrgyzstan, with a national cathedral in Bishkek and about 40 small
parishes scattered throughout the country. Protestant missionaries come
to Kyrgyzstan from Europe and North America, trying to encourage
local Russian and German Christians to resist the temptation to leave as
well as assisting them in their church growth and pastoral care efforts.
Interfaith issues are becoming particularly visible in Kyrgyzstan because
the nation is becoming increasingly culturally stratified. The southern
half of the country is more strongly Islamic while the Christians in
the north are gaining increasing political and economic control. This
trend has gained the attention of Islamic political movements, who
are clamouring for a greater degree of Islamization. Interfaith issues
are becoming particularly visible in Kyrgyzstan because the nation is
becoming increasingly culturally stratified. The southern half of the
country is more strongly Islamic while the Christians in the north are
gaining increasing political and economic control. This trend has gained
the attention of Islamic political movements, who are clamouring for a
greater degree of Islamization.
Tajikistan
The term Tajik was first used by Russians and others to generally refer to
settled people and was also used as a synonym for Arab to describe the
distinctive pastoralist nature of these people. Thrower conjectures that
“their name is derived from the name of an Arab tribe, the ‘taiy’, under
whom they sort protection during the Arab invasion of the region in
the 7th and 8th centuries”.34 Tajiks were also referred to as sarts, and are
of Persian ancestry with a language very similar to the Dari spoken in
Iran. Seven million people live in the country while another five million
Tajiks live outside the republic.35 The Tajik population has increased
dramatically (45 percent) since national independence in 1991. This
surging growth rate is one of the highest in Central Asia. The population
of Tajikistan is increasingly young, with almost 40 percent of them
under the age of 14 and less than 5 percent over the age of 65.36
Tajikistan faces a host of issues relating to its mix of urban and rural
villages (67 percent of the population) spread out across its 143000
square kilometres. These villages, along rivers, or in the high mountain
ranges, often consist of 200 to 500 single family homes. Tajik villages
(unlike Kazakh or Kyrgyz settlements) are inhabited by farmers who
cultivate wheat and other crops such as melons, apricots, cherries,
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apples, grapes, plums, or figs. There are some shepherds also.. Because
of Tajikistan’s mountainous terrain, however, less than 6 percent of
all the land in the country is arable. Tajikistan ranks along with its
neighbour Kyrgyzstan as one of the smallest and poorest Central Asian
countries. This small but mountainous Central Asian state was host to
human settlements as early as 3000 BC. The Tajiks, descendents of
Iranian peoples whose presence in the area was first recorded about 500
BC, were members of the ancient kingdom of Bactria and part of the
Achaemenid Persian Empire before its defeat by the armies of Alexander
the Macedonian. Unlike their nomadic, Turkic speaking neighbours
the Tajiks became sedentary early on and spoke a Persian language.37
Present-day Tajikistan was established as the Tajik Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic, as part of the newly formed Uzbek Soviet Socialist
Republic, in the fall of 1924. Tajikistan became a full member of the
Soviet Union and the seventh union republic in 1929. Repressive
campaigns in the 1930s purged ethnic Tajiks from the ranks of local
republican government in favour of ethnic Russian settlers.
Although the government declared sovereignty in 1990 and created
an executive presidency, the communist leadership was anxious to
preserve its ties to the Soviet Union and did not protest the failed
Moscow coup attempt of August 1991. During mass demonstration
after the coup, Tajikistan declared its independence in September 1991,
and the Supreme Soviet chairperson, Kadreddin Aslonov, resigned,
to be succeeded by communist party of Tajikistan first secretary
Rakhmov Nabiyev, who was elected the first president of independent
of Tajikistan in November 1991.38 The newly independent Tajikistan
suffered from a devastating civil war that began in 1992, precipitated
by a power struggle between various clans. A year into the conflict,
president Nabiyev was forced to resign, and Imomali Rahmon (then
known as Imomali Rahmonov) was appointed chairperson of the
Supreme Soviet, effectively taking control of the government. Violence
between the Rahmon government and opposition forces continued,
especially after the formation of the united Tajik opposition (UTO)
in June 1993. A 1997 peace settlement between the government and
the united Tajik opposition that formally ended the five year civil war.
the settlement included provisions that called for the legalization of
opposition political parties and the integration of UTO members into
government positions.39
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Islam’s powerful role in Tajik society is partly linked to the strong
traditionalism of society. Tajik law forbids the Islamic clergy from joining
a political party or using the mosques for political propaganda. Since
late 1990’s Hizb-ut-tahrir has been the fastest-growing organization
in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. At first it did not attract a
great deal of attention because it did not advocate violence as apolitical
means. Since then leader has warned several times that Hizb-ut-tahrir
is a serious threat both to the IRP and Tajikistan. The organization
was declared illegal in Tajikistan in 2001. It was included in the list of
terrorist organizations presented by the Russian federal security service
in February 2003.40
Christianity came to the Tajik people early with the presence of
Nestorian Christian missionaries in their midst as early as the fifth
century. Today, only a scattered handful of Christian communities remain
in the country because many Tajik Christians have left the country to
go to Europe or Russia.41 One reason why there are fewer Christians in
Tajikistan springs from the fact that it was one of the least Russified of
the Central Asian Republics. Russian rule did not arrive in the region
until the 1860s, and the country was not fully incorporated into the
Soviet Union until 1925. At the beginning of the twenty-first century the
number of citizens of Tajikistan who spoke Russian probably numbered
at only about 1 percent of the population. Those Russian and German
Christian churches that do exist are primarily either in the capital city of
Dushanbe or along the border. Ethno-centric attitudes from both Tajik
Muslims and there Russian and German Christians have meant that
interaction has been kept to minimum.42 Protestants from North America
and Europe have been active in Tajikistan. Missionaries from operation
mobilization, youth with a mission, campus crusade for Christ, and
other protestant groups have been active in a number of ways, including
creating radio programming in the Tajik language, showing the “Jesus
film”, and doing dramatic and musical programs.43 Christian human
rights monitoring organizations such as Open Doors International and
the Voice of the Martyrs have cited Tajikistan’s government for being
repressive to members of the country’s fledgling Christian minority.
In the post-soviet Central Asia, national minorities have come
under pressure from the state authorities, which represent the ethnic
majority and its interests. This process has not yet gone far in Tajikistan
but it is on its way. Inter governmental tensions between Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan adds to the process on minority groups in these countries. As
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a result, minorities complain that their rights are violated, for example,
Tajiks in Uzbekistan and Uzbek in Tajikistan complain that they have
no access to books in their own language or to schools that teach in their
own language.44
The first five years of the new republic saw a bitter civil war, but
there have been no major flare-ups or security incidents in recent years.
The Tajik civil war, however, continues to have a lingering effect
because problems set in motion at that time severely damaged the
economic infrastructure and disrupted agricultural production. Since
1994, Emomali Rahmonov (of the dominating political Democratic
party of Tajikistan, the PDPT) has been the chief of state based in
Dushanbe while holding a number of different titles.45Tajikistan held
another election for president in 2006. One issue that was prominent
in that election was the way that the country relates to its neighbours.
Some are calling for Tajikistan to join the NATO partnerships for peace
program, which offers significant economic benefits as well as stronger
links with the west while others are calling for closer ties with various
Islamic nations. While the situation seems to become more stable as
time goes on, the social and political future of Tajikistan is anything but
certain.
Turkmenistan
Turkmenistan has a long and rich history enriched by interactions with
the ancient civilizations of India, Iran (Persia), and the Middle East.
The land’s cultivation by pre-historic cultures dates back to 500 BC,
and the remains of urban settlements have been traced to the Bronze
Age. From the third century BC to the fourth century AD, Turkmenistan
was part of the powerful Iranian (Persian) kingdom of Parthia, which
was a formidable opponent of the Roman Empire. The land came under
Arab domination in the eight century. The modern-day Turkmens are
descents of nomadic Turkic tribes known as the Oghuz, which migrated
to the land from the southern Siberia and northern Mongolia around the
ninth century.46 Turkmenistan and the rest of Central Asia have been
of interest to many regional and non-regional peoples over the last
few thousand years. In one form or another, these peoples affected the
pace of events in Central Asia as they conquered the Turkmens land
and settled there during their eastward or westward migrations. Within
this context, the Iranians, the Turkic tribes, and the Russians have
been especially noteworthy, affecting the current situation to varying
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degrees. Ties between the Central Asians and the occupying people have
been forged over time, including historical, ethnic, linguistic, cultural,
religious, economic, industrial, and military/security ones.47 However,
while an ethnic conflict is not expected, there are other sources of
preoccupation in the constitution. For example, the law of freedom of
religion also gives the government the exclusive right to decide who
may teach religious subjects. All laws relating to religious freedoms
or to other civil and political rights stipulate and that their exercise is
permitted only for so long as they do not infringe on public safety and
order. Furthermore, opposition forces have been brutally repressed
under the pretext of preventing inter-ethnic tensions.48
Saparmurad Niyazev, “Turkmanbashi” has become the sole leader
despite the fact that the country is officially a presidential republic.
Niyazov argues that the development of a cult of personality in
Turkmenistan is necessary for the development of the country and
that unless there was such governance, the country would be in chaos.
President Niyazov argues that Turkmenistan needs at least another ten
years to settle its ethnic composition and that, during that time; the
Turkmen identity should develop but that the non-Turkmen should also
be able to access the same rights and opportunities. Despite the fact
that Turkmenistan has gone further than any other Central Asian state
by introducing dual-citizenship, the concerns of the non-Turkmen still
prevail. Turkmens are “the most homogenous of all Turkic people living
in Central Asia”.49 They are sometimes referred to as the “Kuwaitis” of
Central Asia because of their industrious work ethic as entrepreneurship
and for their work in the construction industry. Turkmen today find
themselves at a social and political crossroads with the elders of their
community being called upon to make key decisions about how to
respond to a host of political and economic factors in a changing world.
In one significant decision that will affect the future, the government
of Turkmenistan looked to neighboring Turkey, and away from Russia,
when it decided to change its alphabet from the Cyrillic to the Latin
script.50
In 2007, Turkmenistan saw President Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov
come to power after the long rule of Saparmurat Niyazev who died
in the same year. The firm political apparatus that Niyazev built, the
democratic party of Turkmenistan, retains absolute control over the
government (modified after a tribal assembly or shura) 51 and has no
tolerance for any political dissent. It is that time, after coming to power,
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president Berdimuhamedov pardoned a number of religious and political
prisoners and this has given observers some cause for hope. Any voice
raised in opposition is attacked as treasonous against the Democratic
Party of Turkmenistan. During Niyazov’s 15-years totalitarian rule
there were no elections. Freedom of speech or religious freedom was
denied. Niyazov tried to root state authority in cultural terms instead of
relying on the role of Islam to better his authority.
It is undeniable that the aggressive anti-religious campaign launched
by the soviet authorities placed even greater distance between Central
Asian Islam and Islam practiced in “mainstream” Muslim countries in
the Middle East, South and Southeast Asia or Africa, Islamic doctrine
had never taken as firm root in Turkmenistan as it had in other Muslim
areas, including the older, sedentary territories of Central Asia. Well
before the Bolshevik Revolution, the Turkmen, like other nomadic
peoples, preferred to pray in private rather than visit a mosque.52 A
mobile lifestyle necessarily favoured a non-scriptural, popular version
of Islam while naturally curtailing the presence of professional clergy.
As the expert Adrienne Edger noted, any man who could read and
recite prayers was given the title of mullah or cleric.53 Particularly in
the nomadic regions, teachers of Sufi orders, or Ishans, played a more
influential role than the ulama (Muslim scholars). The independent
Turkmen tribes lacked Muslim kadis who judged in accordance with
Islamic law, with the result that shria only held sway in the sphere of
family law, and was implemented by mullahs at birth, circumcision,
marriage and funeral ceremonies.54 In the twenty-first century,
Turkmenis continue to be governed less by Islamic law than by tribal
customary law or adat, which has been passed down for many centuries.
As the majority of Turkmenis do not practice their religion in a formal
or institutional way, mosque remain conspicuously empty, including
Central Asia’s largest and grandest mosque, the Turkmenbashi Ruhy
mosque in former President Niyazov’s hometown of Gypjak, which is
only visited by a significant number of male worshippers on Fridays.
Christianity first came to the Turkmenistan with the efforts of
Nestorian missionaries. Since their arrival very few organized mission
efforts focused on Turkmenistan. Ethnic Russians, about 10 percent of
the population, attend Russian orthodox services. In 2005, the country
had only a handful of Protestant churches with only a few hundred
members remaining in each congregation.55 Protestant missionaries have
turned a radio programming and literature publication in the promotion
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of their faith. Some missionaries have come to Turkmenistan either
working in business or as foreign language teachers as a way to secure
their residence visas. This is also done to appear less threatening to
Turkmen citizens who might not otherwise understand why a European
or North American would chose to live in their country. There are also
missionaries working on the translation of the Bible into Turkmen
because, an updated and completed Bible in the Turkmen language
does not exist. Christians in Turkmenistan of all denominations have
faced a host of problems since the fall of the Soviet Union. It may
have the harshest religious policy in Central Asia today. All religious
organizations have to be registered with the government, but only the
applications of Muslims and Russian orthodox churches have been
granted. This situation obligates Protestant churches to operate illegally
and face closure, as was the case at the Turkmenabad Baptist church.
The Ashkhabad Baptist Church, which had registered under the former
Soviet Union, lost its legal status in 1997.56 Members of other churches
have been threatened with imprisonment and closure of their facilities.
Uzbekistan
Uzbekistan is the most populous and militarily the strongest country of
Central Asia, as well as the most industrialized regional country, along
with Kazakhstan. As a Turkic ethnic group, the Uzbeks are fairly recent
denizens of the land now known as Uzbekistan, whose boundaries
do not correspond to those of any Central Asian Khanate before the
Uzbek’s forcible integration into Russia.57 The Republic of Uzbekistan
has about 27 million people, two-thirds of whom live in rural villages.58
The term Uzbek was applied generally to Turkic nomads of Central
Asia and is a relatively recent invention. Previously, those who lived in
the area were referred to primarily in terms of their proximity to either
the emirate of Samarkand or Bukhara. Because of the artificiality of
this label, Bennigsen states that Uzbekistan is “the most artificial of
all Central Asian nations”.59 The Soviet Union established the Socialist
republic of Uzbekistan in 1924, but many of the retrogressive forces
that had previously ruled were allowed to continue unabated.
Modern Uzbekistan has been described as one of the world’s most
self-destructively repressive regimes. Intercultural tensions lead the list
of internal problems the country faces because bitter histories between
various groups have often simmered into serious social disharmony.
In the fall of 1990, scores of Kyrgyz were killed by Uzbeks in the city
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of Osh. Violent conflict also raged between the Kyrgyz and Uzbek
communities in Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan. Another horrid series of
events transpired in 1989 when brutal clashes between Uzbeks and
Meshketian Turks forced many people to leave their homes, fleeing for
their lives. People were rounded up, killed, and mutilated for no other
reason than being a Meshketian Turk. Hyman refers to these volcanic
incidents as “virtual pogrom …that left more than 200 Turks murdered
with appalling savagery and many more wounded with the authorities
forced to airlift about 15000 of the remaining Mishketian Turks out of
republic”.60The horrific scars of this continue to see the deeply within
the heart of Uzbekistan.
Lingering expression of ethnic division between the various Uzbek
and Tajik communities of southern Uzbekistan are also apparent. Uzbek
chauvinism is a major concern, reflected in the fact that Uzbekistan
continues to have simmering border disputes with Kazakhstan,
Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan. It seems that Uzbekistan feels it should
be the dominant power in the region and this arrogance is irksome to
its neighbours. Burghat writes that Kazakhstan “openly resents their
treatment as country cousins”.61 Many of the populations of Uzbekistan’s
neighbours more freely across the nations, borders, and because of this
interplay, Uzbekistan’s president, Late Islam Karimov, has warned that
ethnic rivalries could explode again at any time and throw the country
into chaos. It is clear; however, that president Karimov is seeking to
benefit from these intercultural tensions and the perception of potential
dangers for his own political advantage.
Uzbekistan is potentially without any democratic framework and has
been ruled by authoritarian strongman: president Islam Abduganievich
Karimov. Beginning in 1992, Karimov has ruled the country for the
most of the part. Karimov has tried to link his own success to the
progress of the nation and the motto “Uzbekistan, the great state of
the future” is predominantly displayed throughout the country. While
Karimov, “lauded the 1992 constitution as enshrining most principles
of the international Declaration of Human Rights, in practice these
principles remain unrealized”.62 It has not been unusual for Karimov to
institute a law and then flaunt its enforcement with blatant violations.
For example, the government instituted a mandate from the president
stating that it would be illegal to erect. Although the country is adamant
that the judicial and local systems continue to be gradually liberalized,
Uzbekistan still lacks an independent judicial system.63
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About 88 percent of the population belong to Sunni sect of Islam.
Islam plays a large role in nearly every facet of their society, and
Uzbeks have been described by some as the “most religious of all
Central Asian Muslims”.64 It is also the case that many of the imams
and leading muftis of other Central Asian republics are Uzbek and their
religious authority and influence can be seen throughout the region.
One can talk in Uzbekistan about unambiguous boundaries between
faith and political ambitions. This is because of the cherished faith
of Islam comprehensively touches every area of a believer’s life and
unmistakably affects every aspect of Uzbek culture.
Because Islam is so highly esteemed in Uzbekistan it has recently
been used by opponents of the government to press their case. Some
Uzbeks have been drawn into supporting militant Islamist political
organisations, which have challenged Karimov’s role on the basis of
its unwillingness to support the initiation of Islamic shariah law. The
political expressions of Islam in Uzbekistan are more visible than in any
other Central Asian nation, with the exception of Tajikistan. Missionary
work and Islamic influences from outside of the region have been the
major reason these movements have grown. For example, shortly after
the fall of the Soviet Union, one of the muftis (an honorific title for
a clerical leader) of Tashkent, Mohammad Sidiqi Mohammad Yusuf,
went for further religious training in Libya, and other Muslim religious
leaders have similarly received religious training in centres of intense
Islamist radicalism. Probably the most active and belligerent Islamist
area in Uzbekistan is the Fergana Valley that was framed in Islamist
rhetoric served to strengthen their passionate Islamic resolve.
In terms of traditional Sunni Islam, the Tashkent Islamic institution
is the largest Muslim educational academy in Central Asia. It is directed
by a group of mullahs who oversee all of the (Hanafi) Sunni Islamic
communities across Central Asia. Muslim education in Uzbekistan has
sought to normalize and deepen the dedication of believers, but it has
faced difficulties in doing this. One force working against widespread
commitment to traditional Islamic practices is that devout rural Uzbeks
often participate in local folk and mystical Sufi practices. At the same
time, most traditional Muslim festivals are celebrated. Rural Islam
in Uzbekistan is a complicated mix of Sunni ideas with pre-Islamic,
seemingly incompatible, animistic shamanism. These patterns of
mixing various religious cultural themes have been tolerated by Uzbek
Muslims for centuries.65
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The largest Christian denomination in Uzbekistan is the Russian
Orthodox Church, which consists of about 9 percent of the population.
Orthodox, catholic, and protestant Christians, while not experiencing the
same degree of problems Christians have encountered in other Central
Asian countries, have complained that potential converts to Christianity
are facing strong religious persecution.66 Uzbeks of Muslim ancestry
who convert to Christianity experience severe cultural and relational
isolation as a result of their decision. These interfaith tensions have
resulted in many ethnic Uzbek Christians deciding to leave the country
and move to European enclaves of security.
Issues of interfaith tensions have been heightened by the recent
activities of protestant missionaries from Europe and North America and
because of Muslim missionaries from Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. The
Uzbek government enacted a series of legal ordinances in 1991 and 1992,
which sought to limit external religious proselytization. Laws were also
put in place to protect those who were vulnerable to outside pressures
to become socially displaced from their native Islamic community. The
government mandated that all children in the country should receive
some Sunni Islamic religious education as a way to counteract the efforts
of protestant and Islamist missionaries. Additional laws about religion
were passed in May 1998, which restricted unauthorised Christian or
Islamist activities with particular attention to efforts at proselytization.
Sadly some of Uzbekistan’s political leaders have tried to advance their
careers by striving up hatred against Islamist and protestant missionaries.
Specific legal standards have been developed and implemented, which
favour the status of Hanafi Sunni Islam in Uzbekistan.67 Other rulings
have been authorized, which prohibit the distribution of non-Islamic
religious literature. Christian churches are required to register with local
government authorities, and there are instances where the government
has cancelled registrations for some churches that have clear links with
missionaries from outside the region.68
Protestant missionaries from Europe and North America have
continued to be active in Uzbekistan. Many European and North
Americans, such as the Swedish Pentecostal Ulf Eckman, have
organised churches and sent missionaries into Uzbekistan to promote
messages such as Echman’s call that people can become healthy and
prosperous by embracing his teachings about Christianity. Protestants
from Europe and America have also developed radio programs and
printed evangelical literature in the Uzbek language. In 2006, the Uzbek
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Bible society (funded by Protestants outside the region) completed the
translation of the Uzbek Bible. The Bible society claimed that this new
edition was needed because almost 75 percent of the population speaks
Uzbek.
Conclusion
Since their independence, all five Central Asian states have taken
various measures to implement their ethnic policies to strive ethnic
harmony. The following aspects are the main thrusts of their policies.
Firstly, all leaders in Central Asian states attach great importance to
ethnic unity and harmony in their nation-building efforts. Kazakhstan’s
president Nazarbayev, for example, has repeatedly emphasized on
various occasions that ethnic harmony is vital for Kazakhstan’s
political, economic and social development as an independent state.
Secondly, some republics have established special institutions in their
endeavour to build and sustain the harmony between ethnic groups.
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are two good examples. Kazakhstan’s
president Nazarbayev proposed, for example, that a national congress
of national unity and ethnic harmony be convened every two years to
discuss questions and concerns in ethnic relations. Thirdly, all Central
Asian republics have made provision in their new constitutions for the
protection of ethnic groups. No one should be discriminated against
because of his/her birth, sex, race, nationality, language, religion, or
political beliefs. The new constitutions also provide the basic protection
of universal human rights. Some Central Asian states- for example,
Kyrgyzstan have also promulgated by laws to protect the interests
of minorities in these countries. Fourthly, Central Asian states have
taken strict measures to limit the development of extreme nationalist
organizations. The rise of extreme nationalism and related organizations
spread quickly after the independence of five Central Asian Republics.
This is perceived as detrimental to national unity and ethnic harmony in
Central Asia by Central Asian governments. Fifthly, states are resolutely
opposed to Islamic fundamentalism although Central Asian version
of Islam plays an important role in social life of Central Asia. After
independence, the revival of Islam and other religions in Central Asia
has gathered momentum. While all constitutions of the Central Asian
states have provisions to guarantee the freedom of religious beliefs of
their own peoples, they also stipulate that Central Asian states are to
be “democratic and secular states”. Religions and religious activities
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must be separated from state affairs. Islamic fundamentalism is seen by
Central Asian leaders as undermining relations between ethnic groups
and the political stability of the region. Lastly Central Asian states
have taken steps to improve the relations among themselves and with
Russia. This is also part of their effort to strengthen ethnic harmony and
political stability. A good example of this is their collective approach to
the question of common borders.
While the series of policies implemented by the Central Asian
governments to strive for ethnic harmony and political stability have
helped stabilize the political situation and mitigate the tensions between
ethnic groups, serious problems still exist in interethnic relations in
Central Asia. In April 1993, Nazarbayev acknowledged that problems in
the relations between the Kazakhs and other ethnic groups were far from
being solved. Current inter-ethnic discontent and tensions in Central
Asia are indeed still intense. Three major problems challenge interethnic harmony in Central Asia today. First, there is the rise of ethnonationalism in Central Asia. The five titular nationalities- the Kazakhs,
the Uzbeks, the Kyrgyz’s, the Tajiks and the Turkmens- had once been
subjected to the oppression and enslavement of Czarist Russia and lived
in an abyss of misery. The imposing revival of national culture after the
independence of Central Asian states could be seen as an expression of
an assertive ethno-nationalism. In Kazakhstan, for example, the spelling
of the capital Almaty has been changed from the Russian to the Kazakh
form. The name of the capital of Kyrgyzstan has also been replaced
by a more historical name, Bishkek. Second, tensions and conflicts
between ethnic groups are exacerbated by the stark disparity in their
social and economic conditions. For historical reasons, ethnic groups
tend to concentrate in one region of a given Central Asian republic.
In both Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, there is a clear divide between the
North and the South. For example, in Tajikistan, the two economically
underdeveloped and impoverished regions, Gorghan Tepeh in the
south and Gorno-Badakhshan in the southeast, are mostly inhabited by
Tajiks. Third, problems in inter-ethnic relationships in Central Asia are
compounded by factors and elements beyond Central Asia. The Tajik
civil war can be taken as a prime example.
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